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Abstract—In this paper, a novel secure key sharing and distribution scheme for network mobility (NEMO) group communications is proposed. The scheme offers the capability of multiple key
sharing and distribution for current and future application scenarios, and a threshold mechanism that effectively improves flexibility and robustness of the key sharing and distribution process.
Both forward and backward secrecy are guaranteed by compulsive key refreshment and automatic key refreshment mechanisms,
which provide dynamic in-progress group communication joining/
leaving and periodic keys renewal, respectively. Security and performance analysis are presented to demonstrate that the proposed
scheme meets the special security requirements for NEMO group
communications and is competent for key sharing and distribution
service.
Index Terms—Forward and backward secrecy, key distribution
and management, network mobility (NEMO) group communications, threshold mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

G

ROUP communication, as a growing application area in
mobile communications, is a synchronous collaboration
session, in which members at remote locations cooperate with
an interactive procedure. Network mobility (NEMO) considers
managing the mobility of an entire network, which is assumed
to be a leaf network capable of changing its attachment to the
Internet. Group communications in NEMO environment offer
wide variety of mobile applications, such as board meeting,
task force, field military meeting, and mobile entertainment. As
shown in Fig. 1, a NEMO group communication session usually involves three parties: 1) certificate authority (CA), which
is a trusted third party responsible for issuing secret shadow
certificate to group communication members; 2) members,
which include standalone mobile users (members A and C),
entities in the NEMO leafs (Member B), and mobile routers of
NEMO leafs; one member is a chairperson who initiates the
group communication session; 3) Network Center (NC), which
is a mobile communication center in charge of processing the
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Fig. 1. NEMO group communications architecture.

messages from members, reconstructing or renewing keys,
and distributing them to members. When a chairperson holds
the NEMO group communication session, all members are
required to connect to
via wireless/wired network.
NEMO group communications are developed from traditional teleconference with considerations of unique NEMO
network characteristics. Inheriting all the common security
weaknesses in wireless communication, such as eavesdropping
and man-in-the-middle attack, a NEMO network changes
the attachment to the Internet, where the unreliable wireless
connection affects all the nodes within the NEMO network
leaf instead of single node. Thus, it is required to provide
confidentiality and authenticity with high robustness in NEMO
group communications to prevent various intrusions, such as
impersonating attack, conversation content eavesdropping, and
mobility information tracking of a mobile user [1]. Specifically, five security requirements for group communications
are required [2]–[4]: 1) conversation privacy during the group
communication session; 2) member identity anonymity to
protect a legal member’s identity, location, and mobility information from tracking; 3) prevention of fraud by providing
mutual authentication mechanism between
and mobile
members; 4) prevention of replaying attack, so that intruders
are not able to obtain sensitive data by replaying a previously
intercepted message; and 5) forward and backward secrecy1 to
legal members when they randomly join or leave an in-progress
group communication session. Those requirements are fulfilled
by proper data encryption working in conjunction with the key
distribution scheme. Due to relatively low computation power
of mobile devices and the dynamics of NEMO networks, the
key distribution scheme should be light weight on minimizing
message exchanges and computation complexity [5]–[7]. The
1Forward secrecy is that an adversary who knows the old keys cannot discover
the subsequent new keys, and backward secrecy is that an adversary who knows
the current keys cannot find the preceding keys.
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dynamics of NEMO network also increases service interruption
probability, which requires that the scheme should be robust
even when a few members lose connections temporarily. This
paper focuses on proposing a robust multiple key sharing and
distribution scheme.
A secure key distribution scheme should guarantee that only
legitimate members share a common secret key which can be
used in a secure group communication session. A key distribution scheme for traditional conference key distribution was
first proposed in [8], which is implemented by using public key
cryptography. However, it did not consider the dynamics of the
network and lightweight computation requirement. The key distribution scheme was further studied in [9]–[11]. In [9], active
members can dynamically join or leave an in-progress group
communication session, but two cryptosystems are required,
which is not friendly for the mobile devices. In [10], self-encryption is proposed to simplify the key distribution scheme
However, the scheme does not offer identity anonymity which
gives intruders an easy access to the real identity of a member
by message interception, and the unauthorized entities are able
to track the member’s moving history and current location. In
the scheme proposed in [11], a member can prove himself to
without revealing his secret information and the computation complexity imposed on a member node is light weight. A
missing point is that the scheme does not consider complete key
refreshment solution and the communication may be compromised by using a stale or compromised key. In addition, it does
not consider the impaired NEMO communication environment,
where it may not work well if one or more members cannot communicate with
due to communication interruption. Therefore, those existed key distribution schemes are not quite suitable for NEMO group communications scenario.
In this paper, a novel mobile multiple key sharing and distribution scheme is proposed. The scheme offers several attractive
features satisfying the security and performance requirements in
NEMO communication networks. Multiple keys can be shared
by all members and be applied in current and future applications
during a NEMO group communication session. Considering the
dynamics of NEMO network, the threshold mechanism allows
members to share these keys in such a way that only any or
more members are needed to cooperatively reconstruct the keys.
The mechanism effectively improves the flexibility and robustness of the scheme. The proposed scheme also offers two key
refreshment mechanisms: compulsive key refreshment is used
to resolve the key renewal when a member dynamically joins or
leaves an in-progress NEMO group communications; and automatic key refreshment is suitable to renew the keys once the
keys is expired. Therefore, both forward and backward secrecy
can be guaranteed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The multiple
key sharing and distribution scheme with threshold mechanism
for NEMO group communications is proposed in Section II. The
security and performance evaluation of the scheme are detailed
in Sections III and IV, respectively. The comparison between
the proposed scheme and the existing scheme [11] is discussed
in Section V. Section VI gives the concluding remarks.
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II. MOBILE MULTIPLE KEY SHARING AND
DISTRIBUTION SCHEME
The proposed multiple key sharing and distribution scheme
threshold mechanism is based on multisecret sharing
with
[12]–[15] and modular square root (MSR) technique [16]. First,
we briefly introduce the concept and properties of MSR. The
security of MSR depends on the low solvability of extracting
MSRs of a quadratic residue modulo when two factors of are
unknown. It is computationally infeasible to factorize
when the two prime factors and are large enough [17].
A. Modular Square Root (MSR)
MSR technique is based on Euler criterion and quadratic
and
be nonzero integers with
residues [16]. Let
, where is called a quadratic residues modulo
if the congruence
has solutions. The solutions
are called MSRs of quadratic residue modulo . The Euler
Criterion is described as that nonzero integer is a quadratic
, where
residue modulo if and only if
is an odd prime and
. An MSR has the following
two important properties.
and
, where , are
Property 1: Let
. Then, is a quadratic residue
two primes with
and
modulo if and only if
.
This property indicates that if is a quadratic residue modulo
, i.e.,
is solvable, then square roots
of
quadratic residue modulo can be computed as
(1)
(2)
(3)
and
.
where
and
, where , are
Property 2: Let
. Then, the number
two distinct odd primes and
of quadratic residue modulo is
.
This property indicates that the probability of any integer
to be a quadratic residue modulo is about 1/4.
B. Multiple Key Sharing and Distribution Scheme Architecture
The proposed NEMO secure group communication scheme
consists of three phases: a secret shadow certificate issuing
phase, secret key establishing phase, and key reconstruction
and distribution phase. It is described according to the order
of message exchanges. The corresponding security goals are
discussed along with descriptions of the message exchanges.
Table I shows the notations used in this paper.
C. Secret Shadow Certificate Issue Phase
generates two large primes
and
such that
and computes
. Let be
in
.
and are public to all
a generator with order
and
are kept secret by
.
parties, while
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS FOR THE PROPOSED SCHEME

Algorithm 2: Modular Square Root Generation
function generate-modular-square-root ()
let

;

repeat
(9)
until
Let
secrets in key set
polynomial

be a set of keys and
be a group of members that share the
. Let
randomly generate a
degree

compute four square roots of
on (1)–(3);
choose the smallest root as
return

(4)
. Then,

where

computes a secret key for each
as

where
(6)
For each member
,
computes a tuple
as the secret shadow of all the keys
according to Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Key Shadows for Keys Generation
function generate-key-shadows()
to

do
(7)

for

to

;

;

end
D. Secret Key Establishment Phase

(5)

for

based

do

Secret key establishment phase, as shown in Fig. 2, estaband each member, which
lishes a secret key shared by
is used to protect the authentication communications between
chooses two large primes
and
such that
them.
and computes
.
is
and
are known only by
public to all members, while
.
intends to initiate a
Consider that a chairperson
,
NEMO group communications for members
and the NEMO group communications requires multiple keys to satisfy different application requirement.
Let the keys be
(
,
,
,
,
if
). The secret key
establishment phase is described as follows.
randomly selects two integers
Step 1) Chairperson
and
and computes the following
parameters:

(8)
end
construct tuple

;

end
return all tuples

;

end
where the parameters
After successful secret shadows generation,
issues a certificate
via a
, where pair
secure channel to each member with identity
are the output of Algorithm 2. Each member keeps its
shadow certificate secretly.
can be found after four iterations on average according to Property 2 of MSR.

tained
of
to

from

the

,

, and
are
directly
obsecret shadow certificate

. Then,
sends the three-tuple
and keeps the key
secret, where
and
are used by
to determine the secret key
.
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Fig. 2. Secret key establishment phase.

Note that
uses the tuple
in
to authenticate member
.
is employed to
from to
.
is used
convey the secret key
. The replay attack is
to identify the secret key
. Alias
offers idenprevented by timestamp
tity anonymity for a member
against location
disclosure of a member.
,
extracts
Step 2) After receiving message
and authenticates the identity of
as follows.
1) Compute four MSRs
of
with the knowledge of
and
according to (1)–(3) and its corresponding four secret key candidates:
.
2) Check which candidate satisfies
. The obtained candidate is key .
3) Decrypt the message
with its corresponding
to obtain plain text
secret key
, check
timestamp

, and verify if
. If it is true,

is
authenticated.
is established to protect comAfter secret key
munications between
and
during the group
calls each member
communication session,
, respectively.
also randomly chooses two inStep 3) Similar to Step 1,
tegers
and
and computes the
parameters as follows:
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Fig. 3. Key reconstruction and distribution phase.

where

the
tuple
denotes the secret shadow of the key
, respecin
sends the
tively. Subsequently, mobile member
response message, three-tuple
, to
and keeps key secret.
from ,
computes
Step 4) On receiving
, determines ,
four MSRs of
and authenticates
in the same way as in Step 2
by verifying whether the following condition holds
or not:
(16)
and the
If the authentication is successful,
can establish a secret key to protect
member
communications between them during the group
communication session.
establishes a shared
After executing the above two steps,
secret key with each member , respectively. Note that the
is similar to that of tuple in
function of three-tuple
Step 1.
E. Key Reconstruction and Distribution Phase
As shown in Fig. 3, the key reconstruction and distribution
phase mainly includes two steps. The requisite keys
are
first reconstructed, and then they are distributed to each mobile
member. For convenience in referencing each step, we continue
the description with Step 5.
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Step 5) In order to provide
threshold mechanism
in the proposed group communications scheme,
must receive at least members’ responses
(including chairperson
). Suppose that
remessage
ceives response
from the called members. Let the
members
constitute a member set
and chairperson
.
randomly chooses the messages of any
Then,
members (including chairperson
) from
to reconstruct the keys
which are requested
by the chairperson
. Without loss of generality,
with
let members be
. Evidently, the three sets , , and sat. Once
isfy the inclusion relation
extracts all the shadows
from the
of the members, each
messages
,
secret key
can be reconstructed by using
threshold
mechanism according to Algorithm 3. Then,
encrypts these keys
with the established keys
in Step 4, respectively.
In order to provide authentication,
computes
the following two messages:
(17)

(18)
where
is timestamp,
, and is
. Note that the key
the lifetime of all the keys
is used to encrypt the information in message .
broadcasts
to all members in
, who have sent the response message to
in
Step 3.
Algorithm 3: Keys Reconstruction
function reconstruct-session-keys ()
do

for each
extract

from tuple

(19)
Each member verifies the validity of the timestamp
and
. If it is true, all the keys
the identity authenticity of
should be authenticated.
have been reestabSo far, all the required keys
. Depending on application
lished among all members
requirements, the content of different group communication
conversations can be encrypted and decrypted with the corre.
sponding key in
III. FORWARD AND BACKWARD SECRECY
To guarantee the forward and backward secrecy in the
proposed scheme, two effective key refreshment mechanisms,
compulsive key refreshment and automatic key refreshment, are
designed for dynamically joining or leaving a group communication session and periodically renewing keys, respectively.
is required to be refreshed if: 1) a member
Specifically,
joins an in-progress NEMO group communication session;
2) a member leaves an in-progress NEMO group communiare expired.
cation session; and 3) the keys with lifetime
Note that in the latter two events, all members are forced to be
reconfigured; and while in the first event, only the new member
is required to be reconfigured.
Periodic Automatic Key Refreshment: In the proposed
have a lifetime . To automatically
scheme, all the keys
renew the keys periodically,
performs the following steps
at regular interval .
to update the keys
of the keys
is due,
1) Once the lifetime
chooses a set of random numbers
as the new keys and enwith the secret keys
of member
crypts
, respectively. Then,
broadcasts
the following two messages to all members:

;
and

end
compute
for each
extract

;
do
from tuple

;
;

end
return all
end

Step 6) On receiving the broadcast messages
from
, each member
extracts
from
according to his alias
and obtains key
by decrypting
with his secret key
. Then, the member uses
to decrypt the messages as

;

where the key
is used to encrypt the
information in .
extracts the corresponding
2) Each member
according to his alias
in . Then, the
member gets
by decrypting
with
. The member uses
to decrypt
and verifies
and the identity of
.
the validity of the timestamp
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If it is true, the member gets the new keys
for the
group communication session.
joins an
Member Joining: When a new member
in-progress group communication session, the procedures of
for
can be described as follows.
obtaining
requires the permission from the chair1)
. Then,
sends
the message
person
, where
is the timestamp and
is the identity of
.
decrypts with
to obtain
and
, then it
2)
and the identity
checks the validity of the timestamp
authenticity of member
. If it is true,
calls
.
and
establish a shared secret key
ac3)
cording to procedures in the secret key establishment
phase.
sends
two messages:
4)
and
.
extracts
from , then uses
to decrypt
5)
and verifies the validity of the timestamp
and the
. If both are true,
gets
and joins
identity of
the group communication session.
Member Leaving: When a member leaves an in-progress
must update all
NEMO group communication session,
to assure their freshness. Without
of the previous keys
leaves the group
loss of generality, assume that member
communication session. The procedure of updating keys contains four steps, which can be characterized as follows.
sends
the message
1) Chairperson
, where
is the iden.
tity of member
2)
obtains
and
by decrypting
with ,
and checks the authenticity of timestamp . If it is true,
is removed from the member list.
member
Steps 3 and 4 are similar to the steps 1 and 2 in periodic automatic key refreshment algorithm, respectively. The only differsince
ence is that the members are
has been eradicated from the group communication session.
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can randomly choose
Proof: As described in Step 5,
members from
. Let the memwith
.
bers be
We first prove that the following equation holds:
(22)
According to Lagrange interpolation polynomial and (4), we
have

To reconstruct

, we consider the
,

and
key

from
and
can be calculated by

key shadows
. We extract
. Since
,

IV. CORRECTNESS AND SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we demonstrate the correctness and the security of the proposed scheme.
A. Correctness Analysis
The correctness analysis verifies the validity of the
threshold mechanism with multiple keys distribution.
Theorem 1: Algorithm 3 can successfully reconstruct the req, by computing
uisite keys
(20)
where

(21)

Theorem 1 indicates that the secret shadow generation algorithm (Algorithm 1) and the key reconstruction algorithm
threshold
(Algorithm 3) are correct. In other words, the
mechanism with multiple secrets is effective in the proposed
scheme.
can verify the identity authenticity of
Theorem 2:
member
by checking if (16) holds.
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Proof: According to Algorithm 2, is the smallest square
, where
. Then, we
root of
.
have
Square both sides of (11), (16) can be deduced by

Theorem 2 indicates that the MSR technique can efficiently
provide an identity authentication mechanism in the proposed
group communications scheme.
B. Security Analysis
Assuring
Threshold Mechanism: In a secret sharing
threshold mechanism, members share a
scheme with
secret in such a way that only or more members can cooperatively reconstruct the secret. From the view of information
theory, the proposed scheme is a typical threshold scheme where
or fewer secret shadows provides no more inforknowing
mation about the secret to an opponent than knowing no pieces.
can also be successfully reconstructed.
The multiple keys
The validity of this mechanism has been verified in Theorem 1.
Member Identity Anonymity: In general, the location of a particular member should be hidden to prevent being tracked. If
of a member
is transmitted in
the identity information
clear text, his location can be traced. The proposed scheme provides identity anonymity mechanism for all the members, beare encrypted in
cause their identities
in steps 1 and 3 or
each step with secret key
in step 5. Since any or
cannot be obtained,
key
from intercepted messages
the intruder is not able to extract
to trace the location of any member.
Prevention of Replay Attack: Replay attack is a method that
an intruder stores “stale” intercepted messages and retransmits
them at a later time. An efficient measure against a replaying
and secret key lifetime
attack is to introduce timestamp
into the messages and set an expected legal time interval
for
transmission delay. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, all messages in
each step contain a timestamp. According to the timestamp
and
, the receiver verifies the validity of these messages by
, where
is the timestamp of a
checking if
message, while is the current time when it is received. If the
regards
inequality holds, the message is valid. Otherwise,
the message as a replaying message. Therefore, a replaying attack can be avoided to a large extent.
Privacy of Member Conversation Content: The conversation
. An incontent is encrypted with secret key
truder cannot know the content without the knowledge of the
. To obtain
, an intruder has to get a secret key
key
shared between
and member , and then use to de. However, in the secret establishment phase,
crypt
the member
conveys the secret to
using MSR techcan be intercepted, the
nique. Even though
beintruder cannot determine and compute key
cause he cannot calculate the MSRs of the quadratic residue
modulo
without knowing the two prime factors
and

of
. Hence, the intruder is unable to obtain any key
and eavesdrop the conversation content.
Prevention of Fraud: The proposed scheme provides a muand members. In order to
tual authentication mechanism for
authenticates
prevent being cheated by an illegal member,
member by checking whether (16) holds. The validity of this
equation has been proved in Theorem 2. In Steps 2 and 4, the
uses (11) to compute
with the knowledge
legal member
, so (16) always
of his secret shadow certificate issued by
holds. If an intruder intends to forge the secret shadow certificate
of a member
, he is required to compute the MSRs of a quadratic residue
, and then determine , which is difficult
and
of
.
without knowing two distinct prime factors
since
On the other hand, a member also authenticates
an intruder may impersonate the
. In secret establishment
can extract the secret
by calculating the
phase, only
modulo
, and then disMSRs of the quadratic residue
to .
decrypts
to obtain
tribute the keys
and uses
to decrypt the messages by computing
(19).
by checking the
The member verifies the authenticity of
. Evidently,
validity of the timestamp and the identity of
an intruder cannot generate authentic
without knowing the
by
key . Members can indirectly validate the identity of
.
checking authenticity of
Forward and Backward Secrecy: The proposed scheme
meets the security requirement for forward and backward
secrecy. As described in Section II-F, the key distribution
when a member dynammechanism can update the key
ically joins or leaves an in-progress group communication
session or the lifetime of the keys is overdue, and then redistributes the new keys to corresponding members.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
unicast and one broadcast
The proposed scheme requires
message exchanges, which is friendly for the wireless transmission. Therefore, the performance analysis will focus on the comand
, respectively.
putational cost for mobile members
The modular modulo operation and the exponentiation operation are mainly considered, due to their higher computational
complexity.
A. Computation Complexity for CA
issues a certificate
for
, and implements two algorithms
(Algorithms 1 and 2) in secret shadow certificate issue phase.
denote the computation complexity of modular
Let
modulo . The computation complexity of Algorithm 1 is

(23)
According to the binary algorithm for fast exponentiation
will take
on average and
[18], computing
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multipliers in the worst case. So the complexity of
is
in (7), which
computing
on average. In
is approximately equal to
addition,
in (23) denotes the average complexity of
computing the inverse of modulo in (5) and (6). According to
extended Euclidean algorithm [19], the average division number
.
of computing an inverse of modulo is
Therefore, the complexity of computing the inverse of modulo
is

(24)
and the total computation complexity of Algorithm 2 is

If
keys

issues the shadow certificates for all members
, the total average computation complexity is
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,
other requisite information of member

and

the

is

(27)

C. Computation Complexity for NC
When
to obtain
and

calculates four MSRs according to (1)–(3)
sent by a member
,
,
, and
are independent of . Therefore, they can
be computed offline. Only two exponentiations and two modular
multiplications are required to compute four MSRs on-the-fly.
The average complexity of computing
and
is

(25)

(28)

with

Consequently, for
members, the average computais
tion complexity required for

(29)
with the addition of symmetric encryption and decryption oper, and
ations, where is the number of keys
denotes the computation complexity of the algorithm for recon(Algorithm 3). The majority of computation is
structing
assigned to
, which is a high-performance server and is suitable for such heavy computation.
(26)
Although high computational complexity is required in
shadow certificate issue phase, it does not affect the perforissues secret shadow
mance of the other two phases because
certificates to members in advance. So it does not degrade the
performance of mobile devices.
B. Computation Complexity for Members
In the proposed scheme, the computation requirement for
members, or mobile devices, is minor. Only three modular
to compute
multiplications are required for member
and
. The other operations for member
are just hash function, symmetric encryption and decryption
operations.
denote the bit length of . The approximate
Let
storage space (bit length) required for storing the certificate

VI. PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY COMPARISON
WITH OTHER SCHEME
The performance and security comparisons between the proposed scheme and the one in [11] are shown in Table II. Our
focus is on the communication and computation complexity
required in the members. The number of modular multiplication, hash operations, symmetric encryption or decryption operations, and transmissions are compared. The security feature
comparison includes identity anonymity, threshold mechanism,
dynamic member, multiple key sharing and distribution, and forward and backward secrecy.
The main differences between the two schemes are shown in
shaded rows. The comparison results indicate that the communication and computation complexity required for the proposed
scheme is significantly less than in [11]. In addition, the proposed scheme also achieves the following exclusive security
threshold mechanism, multiple key sharing
features: the
and distribution mechanism, and periodically automatic key
refreshment.
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY COMPARISON IN MEMBERS

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel secure mobile key sharing and distribution scheme has been proposed, which offers several
attractive features and capabilities. The threshold mechanism
effectively enhances the flexibility and robustness in sharing
and distributing multiple keys in NEMO network environment.
Compulsive key refreshment and automatic key refreshment mechanisms allow dynamically joining or leaving an
in-progress group communication session and renewing keys
periodically. The proposed scheme also uses small amount of
message exchanges, and requires low computation capacity
on mobile devices. Therefore, the proposed scheme can be
efficiently deployed for NEMO group communications and
offer salient security services. The conclusion goes here.
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